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Abstract
A datatype defining rewrite system (DDRS) is a ground-complete term rewriting system, intended to be used for the specification of datatypes. As a follow-up of an earlier paper we define two concise DDRSes for the ring of integers, each comprising only twelve rewrite rules, and prove their ground-completeness. Then we introduce DDRSes for a concise specification of natural number arithmetic and integer arithmetic in unary view, that is, arithmetic based on unary append (a form of tallying) or on successor function. Finally, we relate one of the DDRSes for the ring of integers to the above-mentioned DDRSes for natural and integer arithmetic in unary view.
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Table 1: Axioms for commutative rings

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>$x + (y + z) = (x + y) + z$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>$x + y = y + x$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>$x + 0 = x$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>$x + (-x) = 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5)</td>
<td>$(x \cdot y) \cdot z = x \cdot (y \cdot z)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6)</td>
<td>$x \cdot y = y \cdot x$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7)</td>
<td>$1 \cdot x = x$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(8)</td>
<td>$x \cdot (y + z) = (x \cdot y) + (x \cdot z)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Introduction

In Table 1 we recall the axioms for commutative rings over the signature $\Sigma_r = \{0, 1, -, +, \cdot\}$. Our point of departure is that these axioms characterize integer arithmetic, while leaving open how numbers are represented (apart from the constants $0, 1 \in \Sigma_r$). In this paper we introduce a few simple specifications for the concrete datatype determined by these axioms, and for natural number and integer arithmetic with numbers represented in unary view, that is, in a numeral system based on unary append (a form of tallying) or on successor function.

Given some signature, a datatype defining rewrite system (DDRS) consists of a number of equations over that signature that define a term rewriting system when interpreting the equations from left to right. A DDRS must be ground-complete, that is, strongly terminating and ground-confluent (for some general information on term rewriting systems see e.g. [5]). While equational specifications are used to determine abstract datatypes, a DDRS is meant to be used for the specification of a concrete datatype, which is a canonical term algebra: for each congruence class of closed terms, a unique representing term is chosen, and this set of representing closed terms — canonical terms or normal forms — is closed under taking subterms.

In [2], DDRSes for natural number arithmetic (defining addition and multiplication) and integer arithmetic (also defining the unary minus operator) were specified according to three views:

1. The unary view. In this view, number representation is based on the constant 0 and either the well-known successor function $S(x)$, or a unary append constructor (a form of tallying).

2. The binary view, in which number representation is based on constants for the two digits 0 and 1, and on two binary append constructors.

3. The decimal view, in which number representation is based on constants for the ten digits $0, 1, \ldots, 9$, and on ten binary append constructors.

Furthermore, each of these DDRSes contains equations for rewriting constructor terms in one of other views to a term in the DDRS’es view, e.g., the DDRSes for the unary view contain the equation $1 = S(0)$ for the constant 1 in binary view and in decimal view. The design of these DDRSes is geared towards obtaining comprehensible specifications of natural number and integer arithmetic in binary and decimal view. The successor function $S(x)$ and predecessor function $P(x)$ appeared to be instrumental auxiliary functions for this purpose, thereby justifying the incorporation of the unary view as a separate view.

This paper is a follow-up of [2]. In Section 2 we define two different DDRSes for the ring of integers that both contain only twelve equations, and prove their ground-completeness. In Section 3 we provide DDRSes for the unary view that are more concise than those in [2], and relate one of the DDRSes for the ring of integers to these DDRSes. We end the paper with some
conclusions in Section 4. In [2] we wrote that we judge the DDRSes for the unary view to be “irrelevant as term rewriting systems from which an efficient implementation can be generated”, and we now also draw some positive conclusions.

2 DDRSes for the ring of integers

In [1, 2] we defined a DDRS consisting of fifteen equations for the (concrete) datatype \( \mathbb{Z}_r \) over the signature \( \Sigma_r \) of (commutative) rings. Normal forms are 0 for zero, the positive numerals 1 and \( t + 1 \) with \( t \) a positive numeral, and the negations of positive numerals, thus \(-t\) for each positive numeral \( t \).

In this section we consider two different DDRSes that define \( \mathbb{Z}_r \) and both contain only twelve equations. In Section 2.1 we define a DDRS that is close to the one defined in [1, 2], and in Section 2.2 we consider an alternative DDRS that is deterministic with respect to rewriting a sum of two nonnegative normal forms.

2.1 A concise DDRS for \( \mathbb{Z}_r \)

The DDRS \( D_1 \) in Table 2 defines the datatype \( \mathbb{Z}_r \). The difference between the DDRS \( D_1 \) in Table 2 and the DDRS for \( \mathbb{Z}_r \) defined in [1, 2] is that equation \[R11\] replaces the four equations

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[R5]} & \quad x \cdot 1 = x , \\
\text{[R6]} & \quad x \cdot (y + z) = (x \cdot y) + (x \cdot z) .
\end{align*}
\]

In the remainder of this section we prove the ground-completeness of the DDRS \( D_1 \).

Lemma 2.1.1. The DDRS \( D_1 \) for \( \mathbb{Z}_r \) in Table 2 is strongly terminating.

Proof. Define the following weight function \(|x|\) on closed terms over \( \Sigma_r \) to \( \mathbb{N} \):

\[
\begin{align*}
|0| & = 2 , \\
|1| & = 2 , \\
|-x| & = |x| + 1 , \\
|x + y| & = |x| + 3|y| , \\
|x \cdot y| & = |x|^{|y|} .
\end{align*}
\]
Thus, $|t| \geq 2$ for each closed term $t$. For arbitrary closed terms $u$, $r$ and $s$ we find $3 \cdot |s| > |s| + 1$, thus

$$|u|^{|3|s|} > |u|^{|s|+1} \geq 2 \cdot |u|^{|s|} > |u|^{|s|} + 1,$$

and thus $|u|^{|3|s|-1} > |u|^{|s|}$. Also, $|u|^{|r|} > 3$, hence

$$|u|^{|r|} \cdot (|u|^{|3|s|}-1) > 3 \cdot |u|^{|s|},$$

and thus $|u|^{|r|} \cdot |u|^{|3|s|} > |u|^{|r|} + 3 \cdot |u|^{|s|}$, and hence $|u \cdot (r+s)| > |(u \cdot r) + (u \cdot s)|$, which proves that application of equation [R6] reduces weight. Furthermore,

$$|u + (-r)| = |u| + 3(|r| + 1) > (|u| + 1 + 3|r|) + 1 = |-(u + r)|,$$

which proves that application of equation [R11] reduces weight. It easily follows that applications of all remaining equations on closed terms also imply weight reduction, which implies that the DDRS $D_1$ is strongly terminating. \qed

**Theorem 2.1.2.** The DDRS $D_1$ for $\mathbb{Z}_r$ defined in Table 2 is ground-complete.

**Proof.** See Corollary 2.2.2. \qed

### 2.2 An alternative DDRS for $\mathbb{Z}_r$

The DDRS $D_1$ can be “simplified” by instantiating and combining several equations. In Table 3 we provide the DDRS $D_2$ that also specifies the datatype $\mathbb{Z}_r$, where the differences with $D_1$ show up in the tags: equations [R2], [R3] and [R6] replace [R1], [R2] and [R6], respectively.

**Theorem 2.2.1.** The DDRS $D_2$ for $\mathbb{Z}_r$ defined in Table 3 is ground-complete.

**Proof.** With the weight function defined in the proof of Lemma 2.1.1 it follows that $D_2$ is strongly terminating: equations [R2] and [R3] are instances of the associated $D_1$-equations [R2] and [R3] and equation [R6] is the result of an instance of the associated equation [R6] and an application of [R5].
It remains to be proven that $D_2$ is ground-confluent. Define the set $NF$ of closed terms over $\Sigma_r$ as follows:

$$NF = \{0\} \cup NF^+ \cup NF^-,$$

$$NF^+ = \{1\} \cup \{t + 1 \mid t \in NF^+\},$$

$$NF^- = \{-t \mid t \in NF^+\}.$$

It immediately follows that if $t \in NF$, then $t$ is a normal form (no rewrite step applies). Furthermore, two distinct elements in $NF$ have distinct values in $\mathbb{Z}$. Clearly, the equations in Table 2 are semantic consequences of the axioms for commutative rings (Table 1). In order to prove ground-confluence of this DDRS it suffices to show that for each closed term over $\Sigma_r$, either $t \in NF$ or $t$ has a rewrite step, so that each normal form is in $NF$.

We prove this by structural induction on $t$. The base cases $t \in \{0, 1\}$ are trivial. For the induction step we have to consider three cases:

1. Case $t = -r$. Assume that $r \in NF$ and apply case distinction on $r$:
   - if $r = 0$, then $t \rightarrow 0$ by equation [R7]
   - if $r \in NF^+$, then $t \in NF$
   - if $r \in NF^-$, then $t$ has a rewrite step by equation [R10]

2. Case $t = u + r$. Assume that $u, r \in NF$ and apply case distinction on $r$:
   - if $r = 0$, then $t \rightarrow u$ by equation [R1]
   - if $r = 1$, then apply case distinction on $u$:
     - if $u = 0$, then $t \rightarrow 1$ by equation [R2']
     - if $u \in NF^+$, then $t \in NF$
     - if $u = -1$, then $t \rightarrow 0$ by equation [R8]
     - if $u = -(u' + 1)$, then $t$ has a rewrite step by equation [R9]
   - if $r = r' + 1$, then $t \rightarrow (u + r') + 1$ by equation [R3']
   - if $r = -r'$ with $r' \in NF^+$, then $t \rightarrow -((-u) + r')$ by equation [R11]

3. Case $t = u \cdot r$. Assume that $u, r \in NF$ and apply case distinction on $r$:
   - if $r = 0$, then $t \rightarrow 0$ by equation [R4]
   - if $r = 1$, then $t \rightarrow u$ by equation [R5]
   - if $r = r' + 1$, then $t \rightarrow (u \cdot r') + u$ by equation [R6']
   - if $r = -r'$ with $r' \in NF^+$, then $t \rightarrow -(u \cdot r')$ by equation [R12]

\[\square\]

Corollary 2.2.2. The DDRS $D_1$ for $\mathbb{Z}_r$ defined in Table 2 is ground-complete.

Proof. The equations of the DDRS $D_1$ are semantic consequences of the axioms for commutative rings (Table 1). It suffices to consider the proof of Theorem 2.2.1 and to observe that each rewrite step by one of the equations [R2'], [R3'], and [R6'] implies a rewrite step of the associated equation in $D_1$. With Lemma 2.1.1 this proves that $D_1$ is ground-complete. \[\square\]
A particular property of $D_2$ concerns the addition of two nonnegative normal forms.

**Proposition 2.2.3.** With respect to addition of two nonnegative normal forms, the DDRS $D_2$ in Table 3 is deterministic. That is, for nonnegative normal forms $t, t'$, in each state of rewriting of $t + t'$ to its normal form, only one equation (rewrite rule) applies.

**Proof.** By structural induction on $t'$. For $t' \in \{0, 1\}$ this is immediately clear.

If $t' = r + 1$, then the only possible rewrite step is $t + (r + 1) \rightarrow ((0 + r) + 1)$, and by induction the latter rewrites deterministically to some normal form $u$ not equal to 0. Consider this reduction:

$$0 + ((-r + 1)) \rightarrow (-0 + (r + 1)) \rightarrow \cdots \rightarrow u$$

or if $t$ is a negative normal form, e.g.,

$$(-t) + (-r + 1) \rightarrow (((-t) + r) + 1) \rightarrow \cdots \rightarrow u$$

However, our interest in deterministic reductions concerns nonnegative normal forms and we return to this point in the next section. Finally, note that with respect to multiplication of two nonnegative normal forms, the DDRS $D_2$ is not deterministic:

$$0 \cdot (1 + 1) \rightarrow (0 \cdot 1) + 0 \rightarrow 0$$

3 DDRSes for natural number and integer arithmetic in unary view

In this section we consider a simple form of number representation that is related to tallying and establishes a unary numeral system based on the constant 0. The *unary append* is the one-place (postfix) function

$$u_1 : \mathbb{Z} \rightarrow \mathbb{Z}$$

and is an alternative notation for the successor function $S(x)$. In [2, App.C] the unary append is used to define (concrete) datatypes for natural number arithmetic and integer arithmetic. The signature we work in is $\Sigma_U = \{0, -, u_1, +, \cdot\}$, where $-$ represents the unary minus function.

For natural numbers, normal forms are 0 for zero, and applications of the unary append function that define all successor values: each natural number $n$ is represented by $n$ applications
Table 4: The DDRS \( Nat_1 \) for \( \mathbb{N}_U \), natural numbers in unary view with unary append function

of the unary append to 0 and can be seen as representing a sequence of 1’s of length \( n \) having 0 as a single prefix, e.g.

\[
(0:u_1)u_1
\]

is the normal form that represents 2 and can be abbreviated as 011. We name the resulting datatype \( \mathbb{N}_U \). For integers, each minus instance \(-t\) of a nonzero normal form \( t \) in \( \mathbb{N}_U \) is a normal form over \( \Sigma_U \), e.g.

\[
-(0:u_1)u_1
\]

is the normal form that represents \(-2\) and can be abbreviated as \(-011\). We name the resulting datatype \( \mathbb{Z}_U \).

In Section 3.1 we introduce concise DDRSes based on \( \Sigma_U \). In Section 3.2 we investigate in what way the DDRS \( D_2 \) for the ring of integers is related, and in Section 3.3 we briefly discuss the use of the successor function as an alternative for unary append.

3.1 Concise DDRSes for \( \mathbb{N}_U \) and \( \mathbb{Z}_U \)

In Table 4 we define the DDRS \( Nat_1 \) for the datatype \( \mathbb{N}_U \) over the signature \( \Sigma_U \setminus \{−\} \). This is an alternative for the DDRS for natural number arithmetic in unary view defined in [2, App.C], in particular equation \([U4]\) replaces the equation

\[
[u'4] \quad x \cdot (y:u_1) = (x \cdot y) + x.
\]

Below we prove that \( Nat_1 \) is deterministic with respect to addition and multiplication of two normal forms.

The transition to DDRSes for \( \mathbb{Z}_U \) can be taken in different ways. As an alternative to the equations for negative numbers in unary view provided in [2, App.C], we provide in Table 5 the DDRS \( Int_1 \) that defines a smaller extension of \( Nat_1 \) to integer numbers (thus, to the datatype \( \mathbb{Z}_U \)):

\[
[u'8] \quad 0 + x = x,
[u'9] \quad (x;u_1) + (−(y;u_1)) = x + (−y),
[u'10] \quad (−x) + (−y) = −(x + y).
\]

The following example shows that with respect to addition of negative normal forms, the DDRS \( Int_1 \) is not deterministic:

\[
(-011) + 01 \begin{bmatrix} \text{[U2]} \end{bmatrix} (−011)1 + 0 \begin{bmatrix} \text{[U6]} \end{bmatrix} (−01) + 0 \begin{bmatrix} \text{[U1]} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \text{[U6]} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \text{[U6]} \end{bmatrix} = 01. \quad (9)
\]
Lemma 3.1.1. The DDRSes Nat_1 for \( \mathbb{N}_U \) (Table 4), and Int_1 for \( \mathbb{Z}_U \) (Table 5) are strongly terminating.

Proof. Modify the weight function \( |x| \) defined in the proof of Lemma 2.1.1 to closed terms over \( \Sigma_U \) by deleting the clause \( |1| = 2 \) and adding the clause

\[
|u_1| = |x| + 2.
\]

Then \(|t| \geq 2\) for each closed term \( t \), and thus \(|t| < |t|^{[u]}\) for each closed term \( u \), so

\[
|t \cdot (u_1 u)| = |t|^{[u]} + 2 \geq 4 \cdot |t|^{[u]} = |t|^{[u]} + 3 \cdot |t|^{[u]} > |t| + 3 \cdot |t|^{[u]} = |t + (t \cdot u)|,
\]

and hence each [U4] rewrite step on a closed term reduces its weight. It easily follows that all remaining equations also reduce weight, hence this DDRS for \( \mathbb{Z}_U \) is strongly terminating. As a consequence, the DDRS for \( \mathbb{N}_U \) is also strongly terminating.

Theorem 3.1.2. The DDRSes for Nat_1 for \( \mathbb{N}_U \) (Table 4), and Int_1 for \( \mathbb{Z}_U \) (Table 5) are ground-complete.

Proof. By Lemma 3.1.1 it remains to be shown that both these DDRSes are ground-confluent. We prove this for the DDRS for \( \mathbb{Z}_U \), which implies ground-confluence of the DDRS for \( \mathbb{N}_U \). Define the set \( N \) as follows:

\[
N = \{0\} \cup N^+ \cup N^-,
\]

\[
N^+ = \{0 : u_1\} \cup \{t : u_1 : t \in N^+\},
\]

\[
N^- = \{- t : t \in N^+\}.
\]

It immediately follows that if \( t \in N \), then \( t \) is a normal form (no rewrite rule applies). Furthermore, with the semantical equation

\[
x : u_1 = x + 1,
\]

it follows that two distinct elements in \( N \) have distinct values in \( \mathbb{Z} \), and that the equations in Table 5 are semantic consequences of the axioms for commutative rings (Table 1). In order to
prove ground-confluence it suffices to show that for each closed term $t$ over $\Sigma_1$, either $t \in N$ or $t$ has a rewrite step, so that each normal form is in $N$.

We prove this by structural induction on $t$. The base case is simple: if $t = 0$, then $t \in N$.

For the induction step we have to distinguish four cases:

1. Case $t = -r$. Assume that $r \in N$ and apply case distinction on $r$:
   - if $r = 0$, then $t \rightarrow 0$ by equation $[U5]$
   - if $r = r':u\;1$, then $t \in N$
   - if $r = -(r':u\;1)$, then $t \rightarrow r':u\;1$ by equation $[U7]$

2. Case $t = r\;u\;1$. Assume that $r \in N$ and apply case distinction on $r$:
   - if $r = 0$, then $t \in N$
   - if $r = r':u\;1$, then $t \rightarrow u\;1$ by equation $[U1]$
   - if $r = -(r':u\;1)$, then $t \rightarrow -(u) + r':u\;1$ by equation $[U8]$

3. Case $t = u + r$. Assume that $u, r \in N$ and apply case distinction on $r$:
   - if $r = 0$, then $t \rightarrow u$ by equation $[U1]$
   - if $r = r':u\;1$, then $t \rightarrow (u + u\;1) + r'$ by equation $[U2]$
   - if $r = -(r':u\;1)$, then $t \rightarrow -(u) + r':u\;1$ by equation $[U8]$

4. Case $t = u \cdot r$. Assume that $u, r \in N$ and apply case distinction on $r$:
   - if $r = 0$, then $t \rightarrow 0$ by equation $[U3]$
   - if $r = r':u\;1$, then $t \rightarrow u + (u \cdot r')$ by equation $[U4]$
   - if $r = -(r':u\;1)$, then $t \rightarrow -(u \cdot (r':u\;1))$ by equation $[U9]$

A particular property of the DDRS $Nat_1$ for $N_U$ is captured in the following proposition.

**Proposition 3.1.3.** With respect to addition and multiplication of normal forms, the DDRS $Nat_1$ in Table 4 is deterministic. That is, for normal forms $t, t'$, in each state of rewriting of $t + t'$ and $t \cdot t'$ to their normal form, only one equation (rewrite rule) applies.

Proof. The case for addition is simple: applicability of equations $[U1]$ or $[U2]$ excludes the other. The case for multiplication follows by structural induction on $t'$.

Case $t' = 0$. Equation $[U3]$ defines the only possible rewrite step.

Case $t' = 0\;u\;1$. Equation $[U4]$ defines the only possible rewrite step, resulting in $t + (t \cdot 0)$, which rewrites deterministically to $t + 0$ and then to $t$.

Case $t' = (r\;u\;1)\;u\;1$. Equation $[U4]$ defines the only possible rewrite step, deterministically resulting in a repeated addition $t + (t + (t + (t + 0),\ldots))$ with at least two occurrences of $t$. It is easily seen that the only redex in any such term is $t + 0$, thus it remains to be shown that each repeated addition $t + (\ldots + (t + t),\ldots)$ with at least two occurrences of $t$ rewrites deterministically, which can be shown with induction to the length $\ell$ of this sequence.
\[ x + 0 = x \]  
\[ x + (y : u) = (x + y) : u \]  
\[ x \cdot 0 = 0 \]  
\[ x \cdot (y : u) = (x \cdot y) + x \]  
\[ -0 = 0 \]  
\[ -(x : u) : u = -x \]  
\[ -(-x) = x \]  
\[ x + (-y) = -(x + y) \]  
\[ x \cdot (-y) = -(x \cdot y) \]

Table 6: The DDRS \( Int_2 \) for \( \mathbb{Z}_U \), where equations \([U1] - [U4']\) define the DDRS \( Nat_2 \) for natural number arithmetic

- Case \( \ell = 2 \). According to the case for addition, \( t + t \) rewrites deterministically.
- Case \( \ell > 2 \). The only redex is in the right argument, say \( s \). By induction, \( s \) rewrites deterministically to \( u : u \) for some normal form \( u \) (not equal to 0). Thus \( t + s \) has a reduction to \( t + u : u \). In each intermediate step in this reduction, each expression has the form \( t + (u_1 + u_2) \) and has no redex in which \( t + (..) \) occurs, thus this reduction is also deterministic and results in \( t + (u : u) \). According to the case for addition, \( t + (u : u) \) rewrites deterministically.

3.2 From the ring of integers to unary view

In this section we relate the DDRS \( D_2 \) for the ring of integers \( \mathbb{Z}_r \) to integer arithmetic as defined in the previous section. If we use \( t : u \) as an alternative notation for \( t + 1 \) in \( D_2 \) and then delete all equations that contain the constant 1, we obtain the DDRS \( Int_2 \) given in Table 6 which provides an alternative specification of integer arithmetic over the signature \( \Sigma_1 \) comparable to the DDRS \( Int_1 \) for \( \mathbb{Z}_U \) defined in Table 5. Equations \([U2']\) (replacing \([U2]\)) and \([U4']\) (replacing \([U4]\)) are new. Of course, \([U1] + [U2'] + [U3] + [U4']\) define an alternative DDRS \( Nat_2 \) for natural number arithmetic.

Theorem 3.2.1. The DDRSes \( Nat_2 \) for \( \mathbb{N}_1 \) and \( Int_2 \) for \( \mathbb{Z}_1 \) (Table 7) are ground-complete.

Proof. Using the weight function defined in the proof of Lemma 3.1.1 it easily follows that these DDRSes are strongly terminating.

It remains to be shown that these DDRSes are ground-confluent and it suffices to prove this for the DDRS \( Int_2 \). Equations \([U2']\) and \([U4']\) are semantic consequences of the axioms for commutative rings. It immediately follows from the proof of Theorem 3.1.2 that \([U2']\) implies a rewrite step if \([U2]\) does, and \([U4']\) implies a rewrite step if \([U4]\) does. Hence the DDRS \( Int_2 \) is ground-complete.

Furthermore, Proposition 2.2.3 implies that the DDRS \( Int_2 \) is deterministic with respect to rewriting a sum of two nonnegative normal forms. However, \( Int_2 \) is not deterministic with respect to multiplication of two nonnegative normal forms:

\[ 0 \cdot (0 : u) \xrightarrow{[U4']} (0 \cdot 0) \xrightarrow{[U1]} 0 \cdot 0 \xrightarrow{[U3]} 0 + 0 \xrightarrow{[U1]} 0. \]
Table 7: The DDRS $\mathit{Int}_3$ for integer arithmetic with the constant 0 and successor function, where the equations in the left column define the DDRS $\mathit{Nat}_3$ for natural number arithmetic.

### 3.3 Successor function instead of unary append

Finally, we consider the adaptations of the DDRSes defined in Sections 3.2 and 3.1 (in that order) to the successor function $S(x)$. Replacing all $t:u$-occurrences by $S(t)$ in the DDRSes $\mathit{Nat}_2$ and $\mathit{Int}_2$ defined in Table 6 results in the DDRSes $\mathit{Nat}_3$ and $\mathit{Int}_3$ in Table 7 which define alternative and concise DDRSes for natural number and integer arithmetic in unary view with successor function. The same replacement in the DDRSes $\mathit{Nat}_1$ (Table 4) and $\mathit{Int}_1$ (Table 5) results in the DDRSes $\mathit{Nat}_4$ and $\mathit{Int}_4$ defined in Table 8. Normal forms are $0, S(0), S(S(0)), \ldots$ and for integers also the negations of all nonzero normal forms.

Theorems 3.2.1 and 3.1.2 immediately imply the following corollary with respect to these alternative representations.

**Corollary 3.3.1.** The DDRSes $\mathit{Nat}_3$ and $\mathit{Int}_3$ defined in Table 7 are ground-complete. The two DDRSes $\mathit{Nat}_4$ and $\mathit{Int}_4$ defined in Table 8 are ground-complete.

The DDRS $\mathit{Nat}_3$ defined in Table 7 defines natural number arithmetic with 0 and successor function, and is very common (see, e.g., [4, 6, 8]). Furthermore, this DDRS is deterministic with respect to addition of two normal forms (cf. Proposition 2.2.3), but not with respect to their multiplication (cf. (9) in Section 3.2).

We note that the DDRS $\mathit{Int}_3$ for $\mathbb{Z}_1$ defined in Table 7 provides an alternative of smaller size for the datatype $\mathbb{Z}_{\text{ubd}}$ defined in [21] when in the latter the equations for predecessor and

---

Table 8: The DDRS $\mathit{Int}_4$ for integer arithmetic with the constant 0 and successor function, where the equations in the left column define the DDRS $\mathit{Nat}_4$ for natural number arithmetic.

\begin{align*}
\begin{array}{llll}
[S1] & x + 0 = x & [S5] & -0 = 0 \\
[S2] & x + S(y) = S(x + y) & [S6] & S(-S(x)) = -x \\
[S3] & x \cdot 0 = 0 & [S7] & -(-x) = x \\
[S4'] & x \cdot S(y) = x + (x \cdot y) & [S8] & x + (-y) = -((-x) + y) \\
\end{array}
\end{align*}
conversion from binary and decimal notation are disregarded: equation \[S8\] used to complete the definition of addition on the integers, replaces equations \[u8\] – \[u10\] in our earlier paper \[2\], while the remaining eight equations are those defined in \[2\] for \(Z_{ubd}\).

Finally, the DDRS \(Nat_4\) is deterministic with respect to addition and multiplication of two normal forms (cf. Proposition 3.1.3). However, equation \[S2'\] (as a rewrite rule) is less common for defining addition on this concrete datatype for natural number arithmetic, and neither is equation \[S4'\] for defining multiplication on the natural numbers. In \[7\] this specification (modulo symmetry) occurs as a running example.

## 4 Conclusions

In this paper we specify integer arithmetic for the ring of integers and for numbers represented in a unary numeral system by DDRSes that contain less equations than the associated DDRSes discussed in our paper \[2\]. In all cases, this is due to the equation

\[x + (-y) = -((-x) + y),\]

which is used to complete the definition of addition for integers for negative normal forms.

A general property of the DDRSes defined in this paper is that the recursion in the definitions of addition and multiplication takes place on the right argument of these operators (as is common), if necessary first replacing negation. Of course, we could have used recursion on the left argument instead, obtaining symmetric versions of these DDRSes (for natural number arithmetic with successor function, this is done in e.g. \[3, 7, 9\]).

In Section 2 we provided two DDRSes for the datatype \(Z_r\), the ring of integers with the set \(NF\) of normal forms defined by

\[NF = \{0\} \cup NF^+ \cup NF^-;\]
\[NF^+ = \{1\} \cup \{t + 1 \mid t \in NF^+\};\]
\[NF^- = \{-t \mid t \in NF^+\}.\]

Each of these DDRSes consists of only twelve equations. Perhaps the DDRS \(D_2\) is most attractive: it is comprehensible and deterministic with respect to addition of (two) nonnegative normal forms. We leave it as an open question whether \(Z_r\) can be specified by a DDRS with less equations (starting from the set \(NF\) of normal forms). Another open question is to find a DDRS for \(Z_r\) based on \(NF\) that is also deterministic with respect to rewriting \(t \cdot t'\) for nonnegative normal forms \(t\) and \(t'\).

In Section 3 we provided two DDRSes for natural number and integer arithmetic in unary view, based on the constant 0 and unary append (instead of successor function). Both DDRSes for integer arithmetic contain only nine equations and we leave it as an open question whether

\[\text{Note that the alternative for equation } \[R6\] \text{ suggested by the DDRS } Int_2, \text{ that is, the equation } x \cdot (y + 1) = x + (x \cdot y)\]

\[1 \cdot (((1 + 1) + 1) + 1) + 1 \rightarrow 1 + (1 + (1 + (1 + 1))) \rightarrow 1 + (1 + ((1 + 1) + 1)) \rightarrow 1 + (((1 + 1) + 1) + 1)\]

is deterministic, the last term has a rewrite step to 
\((1 + (1 + (1 + 1))) + 1\) and to 
\(((1 + 1) + 1) + 1)\).
the concrete datatype $\mathbb{Z}_1$ can be specified as a DDRS with less equations. Concerning their counterparts that define natural number arithmetic ($Nat_1$ and $Nat_2$, both containing four equations), the DDRS $Nat_1$ is deterministic with respect to addition and multiplication of normal forms (Proposition 3.1.3). Furthermore, the DDRSes $Nat_1$ and $Nat_2$ are attractive, if only from a didactical point of view:

1. Positive numbers are directly related to tallying and admit an easy representation and simplifying abbreviations for normal forms, such as 011 for (0;\text{u}_1)\text{u}_1, or even 11 or || when removal of the leading zero in positive numbers is adopted.

2. Natural number arithmetic on small numbers can be represented in a comprehensible way that is fully independent of the learning of any positional system for number representation, although names of numbers (zero, one, two, and so on) might be very helpful. Furthermore, notational abbreviations for units of five, like in

   $\text{1HT} \text{1HT} \; 11$ or $\text{1HT} \; \text{1HT} \; ||$ or $011111 \; 11$

   can be helpful because 011111111111 (thus twelve) is not very well readable or easily distinguishable from 011111111111 (thus eleven).

With respect to negative numbers, similar remarks can be made, but displaying computations according to the DDRSes $Int_1$ and $Int_2$ will be more complex and bracketing seems to be unavoidable. Consider for example

   $(-(\;||\;)) + \text{1HT} \; \text{1HT} \; || = (-(\;||\;)) + \text{1HT} \; \text{1HT} \; || = (-(\;||)) + \text{1HT} \; \text{1HT} \; || = \ldots$

   Although it can be maintained that as a constructor, unary append is a more illustrative notation than successor function, it is of course only syntactic sugar for that function. In Section 3, we provided DDRSes with successor function, in order to emphasize their conciseness and comprehensibility for integer arithmetic.

   Furthermore, if we add the predecessor function $P(x)$ to the DDRSes defined in Section 3 by the three equations

   

   

   [P1] $P(0) = -(0;\text{u}_1)$  
   [P2] $P(x;\text{u}_1) = x$  
   [P3] $P(-x) = -(x;\text{u}_1)$

   respectively $P(0) = -S(0)$  
   respectively $P(S(x)) = x$  
   respectively $P(-x) = -S(x)$

   we find that the resulting DDRSes improve on those for unary view defined in 2 in terms of simplicity and number of equations.

   Finally, if we also add the subtraction function $x - y$ by the single equation

   [Sub] $x - y = x + (-y)$

   this also improves on the specification of integer arithmetic in unary view in 8, which does not employ the unary minus function and uses seventeen rules, and thus eighteen rules when adding the minus function by the rewrite rule

   $-x \rightarrow 0 - x$.

   However, we should mention that in 8, $P(0), P(P(0)), \ldots$ are used as normal forms for negative numbers, instead of $-(0;\text{u}_1), -(0;\text{u}_1);\text{u}_1), \ldots$ or $-S(0), -S(S(0)), \ldots$.

---

3In English, Dutch and German, this naming is up to twelve independent of decimal representation, and in French this is up to sixteen.
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